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GROUND PROTECTION COVERS 

This invention relates to weather and ground protec 
tion covers, and is a Continuation of our co-pending 
application Ser. No. 122,975 ?led Mar. 10, 1971 (since 
abandoned). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
.The invention is particularly concerned with a 

ground protection cover for turfed areas, in particular 
putting greens, especially the putting greens of golf 
courses. 1 

DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART 

A ground cover is already known which comprises a 
substantially rectangular resilient body of foamed inert 
synthetic material which is totally enclosed within a wa 
terproof envelope, the depth of the body decreasing 
continuously and uniformly from one edge to an oppo 
site edge thereof in such manner that when the unit is 
laid ?at on a horizontal surface the unit drains to the 
said other edge. This ground cover is in fact a bedding 
unit for cattle and is designed to support cattle and also 
to cause water or other liquid to shed therefrom to pre 
vent the cattle from lying on such liquid. 
The cover varies in thickness from 3 inches to 11/2 

inches and therefore is fairly robust to support cattle. 
In another known arrangement, a mattress for sup 

porting the human body is made up of a plurality of en 
velopes, each containing a ?brous mass therein so that 
each envelope can provide resilient body support; it is 
essential that the thickness of the envelopes be suf? 
cient so that each mat is suf?ciently large and is 
adapted individually to support a major portion of the 
body, this implying substantial thickness. 

In a third known arrangement a ground protection 
envelope is in?ated to provide a thermal barrier to frost 
and other weather conditions. However, for storage of 
this device, deflation and re-in?ation are required. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The maintenance of-the greens of golf courses is, as 
is well known, a problem, which requires a'large green 
staff, to keep under control. The problem is greater the 
more exclusive and manicured is the folf courses. For 
example, at a golf course such as AUGUSTA in Flor 
ida, tremendous care and attention must be paid to the 
greens especially immediately preceding the Masters 
Golf Championship. Furthermore, members of such 
golf courses are not allowed to play on the greens if 
they are in any way frosted over._ In many parts of the 
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United States of America, golf greens are frosted over _ 
or contain frost to as late as 10 ol’clock in the morning 
or even to midday. This of course means that members, 
who may be very in?uential, wealthy and/or famous 
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people, may become very annoyed at having to Wait for ' 
the frost to clear before they can play golf, or they may 
have to forego playing altogether'on any particular day. 
Thus, there is a constant struggle between golf club 

members and greenkeepers, the former of which de 
mand to be allowed to‘played on frosted greens, and 
the latter of which refusing to allow play on frosted 
greens because of the possible damage thereto. 
Our invention is concerned with a cover for protect 

ing golf greens from frost. We appreciate that there are 
known ground covers as‘discussed above, but the prob 
lem of providing an ‘acceptable ground cover for im 
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2 
mensly valuable golf course putting green turf requires 
careful invention. ' . 

Briefly, the known arrangements would not be ac 
ceptable for application to such valuable turf. In the 
case of the former arrangement they would be either 
too thick as to prevent the penetration of light there 
through and heavy to enable normal growth of the 
grass, and in the case of the inflated envelope there' 
would be areas of local pressure in the turf due'to the 
inflated bulging of the envelope which would lead to 
stinted grass growth. Furthermore, an in?ated envelope 
has been found to have insufficient heat retaining or 
shielding properties satisfactorily to protect the turf. 
With the present invention, we have provided a I 

ground protection cover which is acceptable to green 
keepers for use in protecting their greens and com 
prises a plurality of ?at panels each comprising an en 
velope of synthetic plastics material which contains ex 
panded polystyrene in granule or slab form, each enve 
lope being transparent to sunlight, and the expanded 
polystyrene being of a maximum thickness of 1 inch to 
permit the passage of sunlight therethrough so that the 
panel can be used to protect turfed areas, whilst allow 
ing sunlight to the grass, and being light enough to per 
mit growth of the grass whilst the cover is in position. 
The panels are preferably joined edge to edge at pe 

ripheral regions of the panels. The peripheral region of 
each panel may be defined by forming each envelope 
of two sheets of synthetic plastics which are welded to 
gether at the edges. Such peripheral regions may fur 
thermore have eye holes which the panels may be 
pegged to the ground to hold same in position. A single 
panel may be made up of two sheets of synthetic plas 
tics material welded together to create two distinct and 
polystyrene ?lled chambers. 
The polystyrene ?lling is preferably white polysty 

rene and the envelope is of_ a translucent material, 
which may be tinted green if desired. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a panel of a cover according 

to the invention and also shows, in dotted lines how 
other similar panels are joined together to form a com 
plete cover; and > 
FIG. 2 is a sectional elevation of the cover shown in 

FIG. 1, the section being taken on the line A—A of 
FIG. 1. ' 

The panel shown in the accompanying drawing com 
prises two rectangular sheets I, 2 of polythene, the 
sheets being of identical size and being translucent to 
sunlight. The polythene may be tinted green as the pan 
els are for use on golf greens, but must still be transpar 
ent to sunlight. 
The polythene sheets 1, 2 are welded together 

around their peripheral regions 3 and along a strip 3A 
which bisects the sheets 1 and 2, so as to de?ne be 
tween the two sheets two spaced and separate compart 
ments, each of which is ?lled with a flat expanded poly 
styrene slab 4 which also allows the passage of sunlight 
‘therethrough. To achieve this, the maximum thickness 
D of the slabs 4 is 1 inch. Slabs of this thickness not 
only allow sunlight to pass through but are also suffi 
ciently light per unit area to enable the panel to be 
placed on delicate turf without hampering its growth or 
squashing the' blades of grass. A cover made up of pan 
els according to the invention therefore is suited ideally 
to the protection of golf course greens. 
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ln the ‘sealed peripheraledge furthermore, there 'ar 
provided holes 5 having protective eyelets therein so 

‘ thatthe panels can ‘besecured together'to form the 
complete cover’ and also be pegged to the ground to 
hold thecover 'in‘position, by pegs 6 havingtwisted 

The use of a ‘cover made up of panels as described 
will prevent the formation of frost on golf greens and 
furthermore because of its lightness and its permeabil 
ity to sunlight, will not hamper the growth of the turf 
or damagethe grass. 
The material ‘of .the sheets 1, 2 may be other than 

polythene;'for example, it could be of polyvinyl chlo 
ride. - 

The panel may bemade with bigger sheets 1, 2 sealed 
~ to de?ne more than two compartments, or the sheets 
may de?ne only a single compartment which is ?lled 
with the polystyrene foam. " ' 

Expanded polystyrene granules may be used instead 
of the slab, but again ‘the thickness of the layer'of gran 
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1. A ?at panel usable as or in' a turf protection cover, 
comprising an envelope of synthetic plastics material 
which contains expanded polystyrene, suchenvelope 
beingtransparent to sunlight and the expanded polysty 
rene being of a maximum thickness of 1 inch to permit 
the passage of sunlight therethrough so that the panel 
can be used to protect turfted areas, whilst allowing 
sunlight to the grass, and being light enough to permit 
growth of the grass whilst the cover is in position, said 
envelope being formed of two sheets of synthetic plas 
tics which are welded together at the edges and 
wherein the peripheral region de?ned by said edges has 
eye holes by which thepanel may‘ be pegged to the 

- groundto hold same in position. 
15 

20 
ules, will not exceed 1' inch in order to permit sunlight 
penetration therethrough. ‘ 

_ A ground protection panel as'described with refer-v , 
ence to the drawings and of which the thickness of the 
polystyrene layer is approximately 1 inch has been 

- tested by a golf green expert in the UnitedStates of 
' America and such expert endorses that the panel is em 
inently suitable for the protection of turf and does not, 
to the best of his knowledge, cause any damage to the 
turf. Such expert has also con?rmed that the prior art 
proposals would be totally unsuitable for the protection 
of golf greens. ' ~ 

We claim: 

25 

2. A turf protection cover comprising a plurality of 
?at panels each comprising an envelope of synthetic 
plastics material containing expanded polystyrene in 
slab form ,_ such envelope being-transparent to sunlight, 
and the expanded polystyrene slab being of a maximum ' 
thickness of 1 inch to permit the passage of sunlight 
therethrough so that the‘panel can be used to protect 
turfed areas, whilst allowing sunlight to the grass, and 

, being light enough to permit growth of the‘grass whilst ' 
the cover is in position, said panels being joined to 
gether edge to edge at peripheral regions of the panels 
and the peripheral region of each panel being de?ned 
by forming each'envelope in two sheets of synthetic 

‘ plastics material which are welded together at the 
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edges, and wherein said peripheral regions have eye 
holes by which the panels may be pegged to the ground 
to hold same in position. 

i * * * .* * 


